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The first 2 charts above reflect potential gold rally scenarios within an overriding long-term 
downtrend that we first presented in September.  The upper inset chart showed the market in 
October and the lower inset chart showed our updated November 25, 2013 adjusted 
interpretation.   Both scenarios would accommodate a countertrend rally.  The A3-B3-C5 
“inverted flat” scenario was the more constructive of the two versus an alternative A3-B3-C3-D3-
E3 “triangle”.  In our last report (November 25, 2015) we did not present a third scenario which is 
actually a variation on the inverted flat pattern.  The chart below shows that variation. 
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The wave sequence is still an inverted flat but it features a “failure” in the 5-swing C-wave.  That 
is, the C5 leg fails to better the high point made on the  A-wave.  Inverted flats that have C-wave 
failures are often but not always symptomatic of a severely weak technical structure.  They often 
are a prelude to accelerated downtrend development.  Therefore, in this third scenario, the 
ongoing price weakness since the C5 high at $1360.40 may well be the start of a price plunge 
that will bring about capitulation by those traders who have failed to acknowledge that the 
overriding long-term trend in gold prices is down.  The low-to-date in the move from point C5 is 
that made on November 25, 2013 at $1225.70 basis the active front month Comex futures.  Price 
weakness below that level would tend to corroborate the inverted flat with C-wave failure 
scenario.  To bolster the potential for either of the first 2 above scenarios, market action should 
feature a spot month Comex close above $1272.60 in short order. 
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